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WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 2019

BEACH BREATHE, RELAX, TAKE YOUR TIME...

CAPE MAY STAR & WAVE

Have the Cape May Star and Wave delivered by mail to your house every week.

It is the perfect resource for the Jersey Cape. To stay in touch with Cape May, order your subscription today!

609-884-3466

LEGALS

The Cape May Star and Wave has been watching over the shores at the southernmost tip of New Jersey since 1854. It is where locals and visitors have turned for their news weekly for more than 150 years. The Star and Wave is a weekly newspaper for local people by local people, and a great resource for visitors who want to stay abreast on what is happening in Cape May, West Cape May, Cape May Point, North Cape May, the Villas, Town Bank, Fishing Creek, Erma and the rest of Lower Township, along with other local communities.

From keeping a watch on the political machinations in Cape May County and cities and towns to offering a wonderful forum for opinions and viewpoints of citizens and elected officials alike, the Cape May Star and Wave is part of the living history of this area. Stay tuned to find the best place for dining, entertainment, shopping and household services.

Have the Cape May Star and Wave delivered by mail to your house every week. It is the perfect resource for the Jersey Cape. To stay in touch with Cape May, order your subscription today!

609-884-3466

Horoscopes

AQUARIUS

Big things are brewing! You will successfully set in motion a project that will bring together many people. Be prepared to see your networking and social skills flourish. You will indulge in a shopping spree followed by beauty care treatments. Your career is set to exciting new heights.

LIBRA

You will invest in a long-term project, but will be cautious not to overspend. Take your time to consider the options and make wise decisions.

GEMINI

There is an opportunity to reflect. You will go back and forth between indoor and outdoor activities. You are encouraged to encourage concrete solutions.

LEO

You are encouraged to encourage concrete solutions. This is a time to resolve a problem that’s been dragging on at work. You must ensure that your interests are protected.

ARIES

There is an opportunity to reflect. You will go back and forth between indoor and outdoor activities. You are encouraged to encourage concrete solutions.

PISCES

This is a time to reflect. It’s a great time to start a health program. You are encouraged to encourage concrete solutions.

Taurus

You may very well need to introduce a resolution to mandate that the school system offers students more homework. You are encouraged to encourage concrete solutions.
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